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star wars edits and remixes the despecialized edition is a free fan edit, but you can also buy the
despecialized editions, which are $10. the despecialized editions are available on dvd, blu-ray or

download from the despecialized edit website. one of the despecialized editions is currently
shipping in december, and harmy will update the video with more news as it becomes available.
star wars films are a big part of people's lives, and so are the discussions surrounding them. and

being that the source material is coming from a franchise with such a large following, we've seen a
whole lot of fan edits around it. we have also seen more than a few star wars fan edits come from

the despecialized edit team, one of which is the despecialized edition. the despecialized edit is a fan
edit that was created by lucasfilm themselves. it is essentially the same as the despecialized edit,
but with a few key changes, including that the music for the film was changed (this was done to

allow the editing team to match the music to the individual scenes). the despecialized edit has been
given approval by lucasfilm itself, so you know it is authentic. the despecialized edit is available on
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dvd, blu-ray or download from the despecialized edit website. the goal of this project was to make
the movie look better than it did in 1977, and in some ways theyve succeeded. the film is in

perfectly good shape, with no visible damage. the original negative has been cleaned very, very
well, and the editor even trimmed the image to get rid of the last frames of the end credits.

however, the project does raise some questions. the most obvious, which ive already mentioned, is
why they decided to create a new version of the movie from a 35mm print rather than edit the

original from the 70mm prints. another interesting choice was the decision to remove the title card.
in this version, only the final credit title card remains. instead, the title card is presented over the
end of the final scene of the film, so that the film is an uninterrupted narrative from beginning to

end. i suspect this was done to avoid a lawsuit from the lucasfilm archives, which clearly states that
it is the property of lucasfilm, and not something that can be freely shared.
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i personally agree with all the points listed above and i think that the negative one star releases are
great additions to the film, but i will admit they do not have everything i want. there are a few

issues with them that i think would be great additions to the despecialized editions. first star wars:
the film 2 is such a great remake of the film with the best extras and i would like to see it be the

default negative one star option. if that is not possible, i think it would be great to have the original
cuts of the film that george lucas has available so that people can see them in their original form,

and not have to worry about whether or not it is more accurate. i think that this option would make
more people happy. next star wars: the original trilogy is one of the best movies of all time, and has
some of the best special effects of any film ever made. i wish that there was an option to play the

original, unaltered versions of the film. i feel that these would make the movie much more
enjoyable to watch as it is possible to see all of the flaws that george lucas did not fix. i think that

playing the versions of the film that we do have is great, but not always perfect, and i would like to
see the best versions of the films. i think that there are more people who would agree with this. of
course, there are plenty of star wars fans out there who have found ways to view and/or listen to

the movie in a way that they find to be more palatable, but even those methods are illegal. i'm not
going to break the law, so i'm going to be snickering at them as i watch, while i listen to the original

soundtrack on youtube (turn up that bass, people!). 5ec8ef588b
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